I promised China Wireless would be my
next rags-to-riches Asian growth stock, and
shares are already up from 5¢ to 47¢!
Subscribers following my advice have seen
every $2,000 invested increase by $17,840 in just
15 months.
Jump on board my next rags-to-riches
recommendation! This is a tiny company with an
almost-cure for diabetes. It allows diabetics to cut
their insulin injections from up to 5 times a day to
just once every 3 months.
Dear Investor:
I knew China Wireless was going to be a grand-slam home run
when it came up with an ingenious solution to a problem that drives
China’s 700 million cell phone users crazy: it costs a lot to call
from one cellular network to another.
That’s why many Chinese carry several cell phones -- one for
each network. What a pain in the neck!
When China Wireless came up with a cell phone that gives you
two telephone numbers (one for each network) in one handset, I was
sure these phones would take off like a bat out of hell. And they
did. Subscribers following my recommendations are already up 892%
in just 15 months.
Recommended
Asian growth
stock

%
Gains

Gains from
a $2,000
investment

Yanzhou
Coal

1,198%

$23,960

China
Wireless

892%

$17,840

Raffles
Education

908%

$18,160

1,932%

$38,640

Beijing
Land

Total gains

$98,600

It’s hard to top that. But
subscribers who followed my
recommendations on Yanzhou Coal did.
80% of China’s electricity is
generated from coal-fired power
plants. And while most of China’s
coal mining industry was making
do with decades-old technology,
Yanzhou was bringing in the latest
modern technology from America and
Australia.
I could see this was going to
become one of the lowest-cost,
More...

fastest-growing coal miners in China. So I recommended Yanzhou
Coal, telling subscribers to get in while shares were still just
18¢ each. I told them to take profits when shares hit $2.18. I’m
sure 1,198% profits would perk up your portfolio.
Likewise for Beijing Land, which I recommended
shortly after they bought up huge swathes of prime
real estate in China’s fastest-growing cities.

Asia is a part of the world where
capitalism is not a dirty word.
So, it’s where economic growth
is strong ... where many countries
didn’t go through a recession ... and
where taxes are not confiscatory.
This is why Asia is such fertile
ground for finding rags-to-riches
companies that will grow your
money explosively.

China was (and is) undergoing a
massive migration from rural rice paddies
to cities. So I could see urban land was
going to be red-hot. If you had gotten
in when I recommended Beijing Land, you
could’ve turned every $2,000 invested into
$38,640.

My next rags-to-riches reco is a tiny
Asian company with an almost-cure for
246 million diabetics
This company’s technology allows
doctors to inject healthy but foreign
insulin-producing cells into the patient’s
body without triggering attacks by his
immune system.

The cells then produce the insulin the patient needs without
2 to 5 daily insulin injections. In most cases, the cells last
anywhere from 3 months to 3 years.
Obviously this almost-cure can dramatically improve and lengthen
the lives of diabetes suffers. And many of them are well-to-do,
and would spend almost any amount of money to say good-bye to those
horrible daily insulin injections.
It looks like Russia is going to be this company’s first major
market. Russia has the third-largest diabetic population in the
world. The clinical trials there have been a huge success.
And the company’s technology just received regulatory
approval from Russia’s equivalent of the FDA -- whose
standards are accepted by many other European countries.
Once this almost-cure is on the market in Russia, there’s going
to be a flood of wealthy Americans and Europeans flying in for
treatment.
Indeed, the company mentioned on its website that a new clinical
study requiring volunteers was about to begin in New Zealand.
Within a few weeks they had more than 30 times as many volunteers as
they could handle.
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This technology is also being used to
treat Parkinson’s and other incurable diseases
The key to the success of this company’s methodology is the
ability to insert foreign cells without triggering an attack by the
person’s immune system. It accomplishes this by encapsulating the
cells in a way that makes them invisible to the body’s defensive
systems.
And once you can introduce foreign cells without fear of
rejection, it opens the door to treating a host of previously
incurable diseases.
For example, this company’s encapsulation technology is also
being used to safely implant healthy but foreign brain neurons
to treat Parkinson’s disease. Early trials are showing a lot of
promise.
And just recently, one major international pharmaceutical
company licensed this tiny company’s patented, proprietary
technology to test novel treatments for a variety of other diseases.
A second major pharmaceutical company licensed the technology as
part of a revolutionary way to treat wounds.
Between the almost-cure for diabetes, the groundbreaking work
on Parkinson’s (and Alzheimer’s), the Russian regulatory approvals,
and the two new licensing agreements with major pharmaceuticals, it
seems clear to me that this still-tiny company is headed for the big
time.
But because the clinical trials are going on in Russia and New
Zealand, on the other side of the world, American investors don’t
know squat about it.
Still, just the almost-cure for diabetes alone could have the
same blockbuster impact that Viagra did when it first hit the
market. And Viagra, in its first year, added about $65 billion onto
drug giant Pfizer’s market cap.

1% of the boost that Viagra gave Pfizer would be enough to
send this stock from 26¢ to $4.16
That could turn every $2,000 invested into as much as $32,000
-- profits comparable to those of China Wireless, Yanzhou Coal, and
Raffles Education.
I’m Brian Tycangco, and I’ve spent my entire professional
life finding rags-to-riches Asian growth stocks like these, and
inspecting their operations in places like Hong Kong, China,
Thailand, Singapore, and the Philippines.
More...
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What people are saying about my recommendations ...
$19 reco goes to $158: “I bought 1,000 (Legend) shares
at $19.00 and when it reached $158.00 it split
4 for 1.” -- Ron L., Utah
Fong’s delivers 800% profits: “We took 800% profits
last week on our entire Fong shares position after
your sell recommendation. Another great call.”
-- Peter S., California
Wishes he had bought more: “Tsingtao Brewery up 267%
... Anhui Conch Cement up 325% ... actually wished
I had purchased more.” -- Gert S., Massachusetts
Made a killing: “Great job! I have made a killing
on Legend [Holdings] and [Zi Corp] in particular.
I participate in other similar services, but none
have lived up to yours.” -- William P., Alabama
Another grand slam: “Thanks for another grand slam.
Bought in at your first advice. Now close to
450% profit. I think Brian has the best
perspective on Asian investing of any advisor.”
-- Leonard F., New Jersey
Quadruples his money: “I absolutely love your
service. It has helped me to make near 300% since
last summer.” -- Ron D., Washington
62% in a week!: “I bought at 4.90. Sold a week
later at 8.25. Bought a couple of days later
(yesterday) on the days low at 7.05. Nice quick
62% profit on first trade and up already about
3/4 of a point on new buy yesterday.”
-- Jack A., Massachusetts
Made more money than all other publications combined:
“I subscribed to more publications than I can
count over the last 15 years and made more with
yours than all the others combined!”
-- Cheryl R., Texas
All the stocks I recommend can be easily bought
through a regular US broker. I can’t guarantee that
future recommendations will be as profitable as past
ones. They may not be profitable at all. Or they
may be twice as profitable. In the past 24 months,
I recommended 20 stocks. 14 are up and 6 are down.
The average gain, the losers included, is 103%.
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The recession in the West hasn’t slowed
I operate in Asia, where most big economies
That means there’s a large variety of juicy
for you in different sectors of the world’s
economies. For example ...

me down a bit, because
didn’t have recessions.
opportunities waiting
fastest-growing

Pile up profits up to 438%, 322%, and 370% in
Asian natural resource stocks
Because of their booming economies, the Asian countries have
insatiable appetites for natural resources. And that opens the door
to huge profits for you.
For example, my subscribers bagged another 370% in Semafo, a
company mining gold in New Guinea. MacMahon Holdings, an Australian
mining company, gave them profits of up to 438%.
After seeing how well Yanzhou Coal was performing for my
readers, I recommended Excel Coal, a low-cost Australian miner,
exporting to China and India. Subscribers bagged up to 289% and
322% on two recos.
Now, I’m urging my subscribers to buy into a third coal-mining
company, this one doing in India what Yanzhou and Excel did in
China. It’s bringing low-cost coal to coal-starved power plants
where booming economic growth is sharply increasing demand for
electricity.
Sales to India more than doubled last year, and the company
already has the contracts to double sales again this year. I think
this is going to do at least as well as Excel Coal, and potentially
as well as Yanzhou (1,198%).

Asian technology stocks are another
source of huge profits
Asia is the home to many small companies with cutting edge
technology. This is because Asia, more than any other part of the
world, emphasizes math and science in its high schools.
Universities in India and China graduate 950,000 scientists and
engineers every year. By contrast, America graduates only 70,000.
So naturally, Asia is rising as a hub for technological innovation.
China Wireless is an example of this kind of technological
innovation. It piled up 892% gains for subscribers on the heels of
a modest advance in cell phones.
Zi Corp was a similar story, only in software. These guys came
up with a hardware/software package that allows computers and cell
phones to use Korean, Japanese, and Chinese characters.
More...
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What a huge benefit! Suddenly, the huge populations of these
three countries no longer had to learn the English alphabet to use
the keyboard. When I saw my colleague’s Chinese girlfriend using
Zi Corp’s software -- and loving it -- I was sure I had a winner.
Subscribers following my recommendations walked away with up to
$3,430 for each $1,000 invested, in just four months.
Ditto for a company called GRIC, which I recommended because
they were an early bird in Asian wireless Internet. Again,
subscribers following my recommendations more than tripled their
money, this time in six months.
Right now, my subscribers are beginning to pile up
big gains in a small, high-tech start-up that developed
revolutionary technology for water purification and
desalinization. It slashes costs, increases efficiency,
and is allowing this company to grab market share from
competitors 100 times as large.
Indeed, it recently bagged contracts to build what will be the
world’s three largest desalinization plants. As it continues to
grow and grab market share from the competition, I expect the shares
to rise 10-fold.

Bag up to 493% profits in manufacturing companies
My subscribers are also piling up giant-sized gains in
industries that you probably wouldn’t touch with a barge pole if
they were in the United States, such as manufacturing. How can US
manufacturers paying $40 an hour compete with Chinese and Indian
companies paying 75¢ an hour?
This allows Asian companies to cut the cost of goods, and is
one of the reasons I recommended Tata Motors. Tata is an Indian
company that knocked the price of a new car down to $2,000. With
rave reviews from the automotive magazines and a price 75% cheaper
than its closest competitor, I could see it was going to be hugely
popular. It’s been just a year now, and subscribers following my
advice are already up 290%.
The sharply reduced costs allowed Techtronic Industries to
flourish by building appliances that are then sold under famous
Western brand names like Hoover, Sears Craftsman, and Dirt Devil.
My subscribers bagged 301% profits in Techtronic.
I’m sure you’ve never heard of Fong’s Industries, a Chinese
company that makes non-polluting textile dyeing machines, of all
things. So when Beijing told its 45,000 textile factories to “Stop
the pollution; either upgrade your equipment or shut down,” I told
my subscribers to buy shares in Fong’s. My subscribers walked away
with profits of up to 493%.
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And this is just scratching the surface of all the ways you
that you could make large sums of money with the right Asian growth
stocks. For example ...
--

Medical Care: A for-profit Asian hospital company offers stateof-the-art medical care for a tiny fraction of the cost in
America. For example, open-heart surgery for $9,000; a breast
lumpectomy for $250; or a Caesarian birth for $950. I use their
hospitals myself, and they give great medical care and service
as well as saving on the cost. But more to the point, my
subscribers are already up 61%.

--

Air Travel: It ain’t easy getting around in China; there aren’t
many roads and most are dirt. So with a booming economy, it
was clear to me air travel would grow like gangbusters. I gave
a buy reco 14 months ago for Air China, the country’s leading
airline. Subscribers are already up as much as 242%.
The easy money is probably history on Air China. But I
think you’re going to be able to pick up profits like that
in the shares of one of Asia’s leading tour operators, and in
another company that’s in the enviable position of getting a
dollar for every plane ticket sold in China.

--

Construction: I knew China State Construction, a major road
builder, was going to be a big winner when China announced its
$580 billion infrastructure spending program. My subscribers
have already more than doubled their money in just 18 months.

Isn’t it time to stop leaving money like this on the table?
Especially when you can ...

Subscribe to my Asian Growth Stocks
for as little as $8 a month
Subscribe on my convenient monthly billing program ($8 a month,
charged to your credit card), and you’ll save $48 from the regular
$144 annual rate.
In addition, you’ll get my Special Report “My next rags-toriches stock: A tiny company with an almost-cure for diabetes.”
Instead of needing 2 to 5 insulin injections a day, diabetics are
going to need just one every 3 months. This is a company that I
think is going to give you profits like China Wireless (892%) or
Beijing Land (1,932%).
Send me your e-mail address and I’ll rush the report to you by
e-mail, so you can get in immediately.
What can you lose? You’re not locked in. You can cancel out
of the monthly billing program at any time. Meanwhile, the Special
More...
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Report and the issues you receive are yours to keep. And you get
an entry into a whole new world of companies like China Wireless,
Yanzhou Coal, and Raffles Education, that are piling up huge gains
for my subscribers. All for a puny $8.
Or, for an even better deal, sign up for a full year, just $82.
You save $62 off the regular $144 rate; get the Special Report on
the small company with the almost-cure for diabetes; and I’ll send
you two additional Special Reports as bonuses ...
**

One is on the small Asian water purification company that just
landed contracts for the three largest desalinization plants
in the world. They’re piling up large profits and growing
explosively by snatching one multi-million dollar contract after
another away from the Goliaths of its industry. As it continues
to grow and grab market share from the competition, I expect the
shares to rise 10-fold.

**

The second report is on the Asian for-profit hospital company
offering state-of-the-art medical care for a tiny fraction
of the cost in America. For example, open-heart surgery for
$9,000; a breast lumpectomy for $250; or a Caesarian birth for
$950.
Already hundreds of thousands of Americans are traveling
abroad each year for medical care. The passage of Obama’s
medical bill is going to open the floodgates. This is
another company that has the potential to give you profits
like China Wireless and Yanzhou Coal.

Use the coupon enclosed, or phone Andrea at 1-888-388-6403
(toll-free in the US and Canada) or 1-843-388-2942. She’ll enter
your subscription and rush you your Special Report. We’re open
24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
Yours sincerely,

Brian Tycangco, Editor
Asian Growth Stocks
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